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if you want to download and install add-in in excel using its add-in registration wizard, you are in right place.
this post contains download and installation steps for add-in. simple steps make sure that you are using office
365 or office 2016,not earlier version. click on add-in download from here, choose the ‘notebook’ add-in. click
on install. wait for add-in installation to complete. click on activate add-in. click on ok. the primary aim of this

article is to provide quick tips on how to export vcf (vcard) contacts in outlook .excel is a very popular
spreadsheet software, it comes preloaded with over 3500+ templates. but in reality, not all these excel

templates are useful because you cannot extract all the data from it to make a vcard. in this post, we take a
look at two different methods to export vcf (vcard) contacts from excel file in outlook. if you are looking for a
detailed article on how to export vcf (vcard) contacts from excel file in outlook then read the article and you
will have a clear idea of the process. method one – using excel add-in: it can be used to convert all the excel

contacts, but you need to enter the excel contacts manually. add-in for excel is simple,it’s just like a usb
device which you get while using office. it is available in office 2016 and above. using the add-in you can easily
extract vcard/outlook contacts from excel. it lets you convert all the excel contacts to a vcf or vcard contacts in

a single go. when you launch it, it asks you to enter the contacts list. just click on “add” and then provide
details of the fields of the contacts such as first name, last name, and email id. it will automatically add all the
required fields based on the data of the excel contacts. just click on “add” and then click on “export to vcard”.
after all contacts are exported to a vcf file (or to a vcf on your device), you can import it to outlook in an easy

process. read the article for more information.
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